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CRIAQ should continue to reinvent itself,
it should think «Out of the Box» to be more
active in collaborative R&D, increasingly
applied, open and intense.
Walter Di Bartolomeo
Pratt & Whitney Canada
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As Chair of the Board of Directors of CRIAQ, it gives me great
pleasure to present this review of highlights and achievements
of the past two years, as well as a look at ongoing projects
initiated during my tenure.
First of all, I would like to sincerely thank our members and
partners for their trust and commitment to our one-of-a-kind
collaborative research model.
The year 2012 marks the 10th anniversary of CRIAQ, which
we celebrated in a very special way at our 6th Research Forum.
Another highlight of the past year has been the launch of our
Vision 2022 program. Among the major strategic directions
outlined in this activity report, I would especially like to
highlight the creation of our Web Community and the start of
the study on development of shared laboratories, which aims
to more intensively develop synergies among community
members.
CRIAQ’s objective from now on is to complement
the innovation chain by developing more advanced
TRL projects, and to enhance the level of our
knowledge and technologies so that all of
Canada benefits.

François Caza

Chair of the Board

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

I am very pleased to present this progress report, which
provides an overview of accomplishments since I took up my
duties, as well as concrete actions currently underway.
This year, we are celebrating the 10th anniversary of our
founding. We marked that milestone in a most particular
way at the 6th Research Forum, which was truly a success
both in its scope and in the quality of the dialogue and
projects that it sparked. The third CANNAPE (Canadian
Networking Aeronautics Project for Europe) workshop
on collaboration with Europe, held in conjunction
with the Forum, attracted a lot of attention from the
other side of the Atlantic, and we can look forward to
developing large-scale, two-way collaborative projects
with Europe in the years to come.
CRIAQ continues to grow as the years go by. Its
Vision 2022, as defined by our Executive Committee
and ratified by the Board of Directors in 2011,
provides strong impetus going forward. At
CRIAQ, we are working intensively to realize
that vision, and we are convinced that
it will enable our member companies
in the aerospace sector to hone their
competitive edge in an increasingly
globalizing and fast-moving market.

Clément Fortin

President and Chief Executive Officer

STIMULATE

MISSION, VISION AND RESEARCH THEMES

CRIAQ’s mission is to increase the competitiveness of the
aerospace industry, and enhance the collective knowledge
base in aerospace through improved education and training of
students. Our objectives are defined within our five strategic
pillars:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Collaborative research
Innovation
Training of a highly qualified workforce promotion
National and international collaborations

Research Themes:

ACOU

Vibro-acoustics and noise control

AUT

Autonomous systems

AVIO

Avionics and control

COMP

Composites

CRIAQ has fuelled up the pipeline of talents
which is very fundamental in our business.
Marc St-Hilaire
CAE

VISION 2022
The year 2012 marks CRIAQ’s 10th Anniversary and the
launch of its new strategic plan. Under the theme Destination
2022, the major strategic orientations are the following:
•
•

CRIAQ, after 10 years of innovation, is...
a portfolio of projects valued at $124M
142 research projects
more than 600 researchers and specialists
more than 650 students

Join our
www.criaq.aero/communaute

•

•
•

Develop performance indicators and analyze the
concrete impacts of CRIAQ projects;
Launch the CRIAQ Community Platform to develop
efficient cooperation amongst members and the
expanded community;
Create CRIAQ TRL4+ and an expanded CRIAQ to develop
cooperative projects pertaining to products and systems
and broaden the model to the rest of Canada, including
the development of shared laboratories;
Launch the CRIAQ Academy to improve training and
structure integration with well adapted innovative
methods;
Institute CRIAQ’s open “Out of the Box” process.

DPHM

Diagnostics, pronostics,
surveillance of components

ENV

Environment, security, icing

INTD

Interior design

LEAN

Optimisation of the supply chain
and lean production

MANU

Manufacturing and assembly
processes, quality assurance

MDO

Modeling, simulation,
multidisciplinary optimization

OPR

Air operation and human factors

PLE-P

Product and system development,
productivity

HIGHLIGHTS & ACHIEVEMENTS

6th Research Forum
As part of its 10th anniversary
celebrations, CRIAQ held
its 6th Research Forum 1
on May 16 and 17, 2012. In
addition to workshops on the
various suggested research
topics, the two-day forum
included a poster session 6
and exhibition of prototypes
7 from research projects. The
gathering included a gala event
on May 16, which highlighted
research projects conducted
over the past 10 years.

10th Anniversary Gala
The forum by the numbers:
• More than 700 participants
• 11 countries represented
• 40 research projects proposed
• 10 potential NanoQuébec
projects
• 54 posters pertaining to
completed or ongoing
projects
• + $24 million in total project
value

To highlight the accomplishments in the 10 years
since the creation of CRIAQ,
members and partners
celebrated at a gala on the
evening of May 16. Emceed
by well-known TV personality
Stéphan Bureau 2 , this
initial gala welcomed close
to 400 guests. Awards were
handed out to the winners
of the poster session on
completed and ongoing
projects. In addition, five
scholarships were given to
students involved in CRIAQ
projects. The evening closed
with a vibrant tribute to
the three founders of the
Consortium.

Scholarship recipients
James Kratz
Recipient of a $2,500 scholarship

4

(involved in the COMP-1 project)

Farjad Shadmehri
Recipient of a $2,000 scholarship
(involved in the COMP-5 project)

Benjamin Larregain
Recipient of the $1,500 FRQNT
scholarship

1

(involved in CRIAQ 1.12 project)

2

Mehran Mohammadi Farhangi
Recipient of a $1,000 scholarship
(involved in the ENV-420 project)

Mélissa Anderson
Recipient of a $1,000 scholarship
(involved in CRIAQ 4.6 project)

Tribute to the Founders
3

Jean Nicolas,
André Bazergui
and Hany Moustapha
Founders of CRIAQ 3

CELEBRATE
Renewal of MDEIE
funding
At the 49th International
Paris Air Show – Le Bourget,
held from June 20 to 26, 2011,
Québec Minister of Economic
Development, Innovation and
Export Trade, Clément Gignac,
announced the renewal of the
three-year financial support
program for CRIAQ, totalling
$11.4 million, including
$8.4 million from the Québec
Research and Innovation
Strategy (QRIS) and $3 million
from the Green Fund.

Status of research
projects
Since August 2010, 19 projects
have been completed,
28 projects have gotten under
way, and 5 projects are in the
final stages of preparation.

The CRIAQ
environmental
program
CRIAQ has developed an
environmental program to
assess the potential ecological
impacts of its research projects.
Partnering with CIRAIG for
this initiative, the consortium
has so far been awarded more
than $800,000 of a possible
$3 million for completion
of its projects in the area of
greenhouse-gas emissions

reduction. In addition, a
number of projects have
emerged from the June and
August 2011 workshops on
green challenges organized in
collaboration with GARDN.

GARDN

4

CRIAQ played a key role in
the creation of GARDN, the
Green Aviation Research &
Development Network, which
is one of Canada’s first four
Business-Led Networks of
Centres of Excellence. The
Executive Director of the
network, under a management
agreement with CRIAQ, is
Sylvain Cofsky. GARDN
is proving to be extremely
successful and is currently in
the process of renewing its
mandate (2013–2017). CRIAQ
seeks to foster increased
collaborations with GARDN,
beyond providing support for
the various events that the two
groups jointly organize.

SA2GE
Thanks in part to CRIAQ’s
efforts, the Greener Aircraft
Catalyst Project (SA2GE,
for Smart Affordable Green
Efficient Aerospace Systems)
was endorsed in the Québec
Research and Innovation
Strategy (SQRI, 2010–2013) and
provided with funding in 2010
Québec budget.

This initiative encompasses
five technology demonstration
projects aimed at reducing the
aerospace industry’s carbon
footprint. CRIAQ’s President
and CEO sits on the Executive
Committee as Treasurer.

Student Aerospace
Forum
The 2010 Student Aerospace
Forum was held on October 14
and 15, 2010 at Polytechnique
Montréal. Several aerospace
industry segments were
represented at this event,
which welcomed some
300 engineering students from
all levels of university studies.
The 2012 edition of the Student
Aerospace Forum took place on
March 1 and 2, 2012 at McGill
University, under the theme
“Tomorrow’s Technologies for
Today’s Aerospace Demands.”
The event, sponsored by
CRIAQ, brought together
nearly 300 engineering
students from Québec and
Ontario universities.

MOBILIzE
CANNAPE workshops
CANNAPE (Canadian
Networking Aeronautics
Project for Europe) is part
of the 7th EU Framework
Programme for Transport
(FP7). Among its aims are to
develop four collaborative
workshops and a technology
roadmap. CRIAQ is an active
member of CANNAPE, and
its President and CEO is a
member of the organizing
committee. In addition,
the format of CANNAPE
workshops was influenced by
the CRIAQ forum.

1st Workshop

June 2011 |Paris, France | Held in
conjunction with the International
Paris Air Show – Le Bourget |
125 participants

2nd Workshop

November 2011 | Ottawa, Canada
| AIAC 2011 Canadian Aerospace
Summit | 130 participants

3rd Workshop

May 2012 | Montréal, Canada |
Held in conjunction with CRIAQ’S
6th Research Forum and the GARDN
Research Committee| 115 expressions
of interest from European participants

International activities
One of the significant out
comes of the 3rd CANNAPE
Workshop was the interest
shown by European Union
representatives to develop
bilateral cooperation
agreements with Canadian
companies and research

centres. CRIAQ’s President
and CEO was invited to give a
report on this third workshop
to key players from the
European aerospace industry
at a forum held as part of the
Farnborough International
Airshow in July 2012.
Since its inception, CRIAQ
has been involved in
13 international collaboration
initiatives with countries
including India, France and
Italy. In addition, 11 countries
were represented at CRIAQ’s
6th Research Forum.
The past two years have seen
the development and launch
of nine collaborative projects
with France, India, Sweden,
China and Germany. CRIAQ
has welcomed a number of
foreign delegations as well as
conducting missions to France,
China, India, Japan, Russia and
Israel.

Cooperation
agreements
During the past two years,
CRIAQ has developed three
partnership agreements:
the first with JASPA, an
association of Japanese
SMEs, another with the EMC2
competitiveness cluster of
Nantes, France, and the last
with the Ohio Aerospace
Institute of Cleveland. Each
of these agreements has

specific objectives aimed at
broadening cooperation with
these Japanese, French and
American organizations.

Tribute at the Rendezvous du Savoir
A vibrant tribute was paid to
CRIAQ at the Recognition
Award Gala held as part of
the 2011 Rendez-vous du
Savoir 5 . CRIAQ received
an honorary plaque in
recognition of its unique
model for business-university
collaboration in Québec,
involving universities, research
centres and industry players—a
formidable incubator for young
talent and innovation.

2011 Aerospace
Innovation Forum
CRIAQ was one of the principal
partners in the successful
Aerospace Innovation Forum
organized by Aéro Montréal
in December 2011. A white
paper entitled “Innovation in
a Sustainable Supply Chain: A
Global Challenge” summarized
the recommendations and
courses of action that emerged
from the various exchanges
and conferences. The fourth
of the recommendations
reads as follows: “Continue
the development and
strengthening of CRIAQ
towards more advanced TRL

HIGHLIGHTS & ACHIEVEMENTS

in support of technology
demonstrator programs and
promote a greater participation
by companies, universities
and research centres outside
Québec.”

Review of federal
R&D support
Early in 2012, the federal
government created a
commission to review Canada’s
policies and programs related
to the aerospace industry.
CRIAQ’s input was actively
sought-after and it sat on
several committees. The
CRIAQ model is perceived
by many to be a benchmark
for collaborative research in

Canada. The results of this
commission’s work will have
a very significant impact on
the industry’s competitiveness
during the coming decade.

Laboratory visits
CRIAQ organized an official
mission for members to
Western Canada, specifically
Saskatchewan and Manitoba,
on August 6 and 9, 2012. The
delegation, representing large
corporations as well as SMEs
and universities, had the
opportunity to tour a number
of research laboratories that are
unique in the world, including
the Canadian Light Source in
Saskatoon and the engine icing

5

6

7

test facilities in Thompson and
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
The objective of the mission
was to showcase these jewels of
Canada’s leading-edge research
to Québec aerospace industry
players and spark collaboration
among the various organiza
tions involved. The initiative
was made possible with
financial assistance from
NRC-IRAP and NSERC,
which contributed funding
for the participating SMEs
and university researchers
respectively.

Spurring innovation
Among the major strategic
directions put forth in
Vision 2022 is the launch of
a study on development of
an international aerospace
research and innovation
campus, which would house
shared laboratories. The project
is designed to be a catalyst for
accelerated commercialization
of aerospace technologies.

InnoVATE

Success stories

CRIAQ 6.1: Microsystems for in situ Health
Monitoring of Aircraft
Winner of the poster competition for completed projects – 1st prize

Objective: To develop methodologies for incorporating advanced
sensors and actuators for monitoring the health of aircraft structures.

CRIAQ 6.1

CRIAQ 7.1 : Laminar Flow Improvement on an
Aeroelastic Research Wing

CRIAQ 7.1

Industrial leader

Winner of the poster competition for completed projects – 3rd prize

Industrial leader

End of project: November 15, 2007

Jérôme Pinsonnault
Bombardier Aerospace

Academic leader

Objective: To improve laminar flow on an aeroelastic research
wing in order to optimize performance of the aircraft for a
range of flight conditions.

Patrice Masson

Industrial leader

Winner of the poster competition for completed projects – 2nd prize

Sébastien Lhote et Steve Rompala
Bombardier Aerospace

Academic leader
Vincent Thomson
McGill University

Partners

Bombardier Aerospace
Pratt & Whitney Canada
Rolls-Royce
Esterline CMC Electronics
CAE
McGill University
Concordia University
Université de Sherbrooke
École Polytechnique de Montréal
École de technologie supérieure
NSERC

Objective: To develop methods that provide effective data sharing
dynamics, a suitable environment for the protection of IP and the
adherence to security regulations, and models for information
management for sharing data internally and externally.

Academic leader
Partners

Bombardier Aerospace
Sinters
Université de Sherbrooke
McGill University
École Polytechnique de Montréal
École de technologie supérieure

End of project: June 30, 2012

Thales Canada

École de technologie supérieure

Partners

PLM-2: Collaborative Development for Product
Life Cycle Management

Philippe Molaret

Ruxandra Botez

Université de Sherbrooke

PLM-2

End of project: September 30, 2009

Thales Canada
Bombardier Aerospace
École de technologie supérieure
École Polytechnique de Montréal
NRC-IAR
NSERC

AVIO-509

AVIO-509: Architecture Exploration for HighlyIntegrated and Low-Cost Avionics

Industrial leader

Winner of the poster competition for ongoing projects – 1st prize

Start of project: March 1st, 2011

Daniel Roy

Esterline CMC Electronics

Academic leader
Guy Bois

École Polytechnique de Montréal

Partners

CAE
Esterline CMC Electronics
École Polytechnique de Montréal
École de technologie supérieure
Carleton University
NSERC
MITACS

Objective: Development of a low cost and high performance
IMA platform and propose and develop certification of multicore implementations.

DARE

Success stories

ACOU-3: Sound field rendering in aircraft cabins
Winner of the poster competition for ongoing projects – 2nd prize

Objective: To build an “acoustic simulator” to spatially
emulate the acoustic environment of aircraft cabins. The
simulator would have the capability to reproduce various noise
sources.

ACOU-3

Start of project: September 1st, 2008

Industrial leader
Robby Lapointe

Bombardier Aerospace

Academic leader
Alain Berry

Université de Sherbrooke

Partners

Bombardier Aerospace
CAE
Université de Sherbrooke
McGill University
NSERC

INTD-502

Start of project: January 1st, 2011

Industrial leader
Olivier Hamel

Bombardier Aerospace

Academic leader
Edu Ruiz

École Polytechnique de Montréal

Partners

Bombardier Aerospace
3M
École Polytechnique de Montréal
CRIQ
NSERC
MITACS

INTD-502: Epoxy reticulation and surface defects
of decorative panels for aircraft interior design
(EPOX)
Winner of the poster competition for ongoing projects – 3rd prize

Objective: To identify sources of defects, develop a new
resin that is best suited to this application and improve the
manufacturing process used in industry.

One of the successes is the inclusion of those
small and medium companies, to be able
to participate in the development of new
technologies and new ways of doing business.
Christophe Guy

École Polytechnique de Montréal
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